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Supersymmetric Multiphonon Structure
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Multiphonon structures have recently received a renewed interest in nuclear physics
[1]. In the context of the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) [2] it has been shown recently
that the 0(6) limit [3] possesses a mulliphonon structure [4, 5]. The 0(6) limit has a
7-unstable deformed ground state, upon which the multiphonon states are created by the
quadrupole operator with proper symmefrization giving rise to the excitation energies
represented in terms of plionon quanta and a two-phonon anharmonicify.

In [8] it is shown that niultiphonon structures can also be defined for mixed systems of
bosons and fermions, and the procedure is demonstrated with the example of the U(6| I)
supersymmelry of the Interacting Boson-Fermiou Model (1BFM) [6, 7]. In a. supersym-
melry both even-even and odd-A nuclei with zero, one, two or more ferniions can be
described by the same llatniltonian. The resultant eigenstiites are members of an appro-
priate supcrsyminetric multiple!, (supermultiplet). Each supermultiplcl. is characterized
by the same number JA = Â g +AV where NB and Nj? are the boson and fermion numbers
respectively, and includes in general certain states of different nuclei. The limits of U(6|4)
include the boson 0(6) limit when no fermion is present and for which the miiltjphonon
structure was demonstrated in [4], When the bosons have 0(0) symmetry and a single
fermion occupies an orbit with j ~ | , the spinor symmetry Spin(6) of U(0|4) arises; this
description has been used for several odd-even nuclei, for instance l9 'Au in which case
the fennion is identified with the odd proton. The Spin(6) subalgebra of U(6|4) contains
only generators which separately conserve NH and Np. In [8] the nuiltiphonon structure
of the U(6|l) spectrum of systems with Np — 0, 1 and 2 is demonstrated. In fact, it
is shown thai the idea, of a multiphonon structure is valid for all limits of U(6|4) (ie.,
0, 1,2,... fermions). The central purpose of this result is thus to extend The significance
of mulliphouon structures as a basic excitation mode, covering the entire supersymmctric
multiplet of CffB̂  4 ).~7^ sLt>w/<v
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